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Preface

This documentation describes how to download and use Information Builders FLEX Enable
with Adobe® Flex™ Builder™ to develop and deploy Rich Internet Applications with the
Business Intelligence reporting features of WebFOCUS.

How This Manual Is Organized

This manual includes the following chapters:

ContentsChapter/Appendix

Describes the characteristics and history of Rich
Internet Applications (RIA). Introduces the features
of Information Builders FLEX Enable that allow
developers to create RIA technology-based
applications integrated with WebFOCUS.

Introduction1

Describes the Information Builders and Adobe
software you need to use FLEX Enable to develop and
deploy applications, and the steps to download FLEX
Enable from the Information Builders product site.
Also addresses compatibility features.

Prerequisites and Download
Instructions

2

Describes the Information Builders custom
components available with FLEX Enable, categorized
by type of component, and the properties for each
component.

Custom Components and
Properties

3

Describes the procedures for developing an
application in Adobe Flex Builder, using FLEX Enable
from Information Builders. Includes instructions on
starting a new Flex project and importing FLEX Enable
into it, and creating an input file for the application
using WebFOCUS Developer Studio. Describes how
to add Information Builders custom components and
filters.

Developing a FLEX Enable
Application

4
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ContentsChapter/Appendix

Describes how to create a bar chart, line chart, plot
chart, and bubble chart.

Creating Other Charts5

To be supplied.Using Parameters to
Dynamically Load Data

6

To be supplied.Creating a Drill Down to a
WebFOCUS Report

7

Describes how to use the ibiMsgWindow to receive
error messages during development of a FLEX Enable
application.

Debugging an Application8

Describes how to deploy a FLEX Enable application
in Information Builders Managed Reporting Business
Intelligence Dashboard.

Deploying an Application9

Describes how to build a custom Managed Reporting
logon page and display the Managed Reporting
domain tree and reports in a Flex application. Also
describes how to create a button that logs off
Managed Reporting.

Developing a Custom Logon
Page and Managed
Reporting View

10

Describes how to use the FLEX Enable API to
accomplish tasks such as initializing an application,
creating and filtering an aggregated data grid, and
creating a pie chart. It includes all API functions with
their parameters.

Using the FLEX Enable API11

Documentation Conventions
The following table lists and describes the conventions that apply in this manual.

DescriptionConvention

Denotes syntax that you must enter exactly as shown.THIS TYPEFACE

or

this typeface
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DescriptionConvention

Represents a placeholder (or variable) in syntax for a
value that you or the system must supply.

this typeface

Indicates a default setting.underscore

Represents a placeholder (or variable), a cross-
reference, or an important term. It may also indicate a
button, menu item, or dialog box option you can click
or select.

this typeface

Highlights a file name or command.this typeface

Indicates keys that you must press simultaneously.Key + Key

Indicates two or three choices; type one of them, not
the braces.

{  }

Indicates a group of optional parameters. None are
required, but you may select one of them. Type only
the parameter in the brackets, not the brackets.

[  ]

Separates mutually exclusive choices in syntax. Type
one of them, not the symbol.

|

Indicates that you can enter a parameter multiple times.
Type only the parameter, not the ellipsis points (...).

...

Indicates that there are (or could be) intervening or
additional commands.

.

.

.

Related Publications
To view a current listing of our publications and to place an order, visit our Technical
Documentation Library, http://documentation.informationbuilders.com. You can also contact
the Publications Order Department at (800) 969-4636.

Customer Support
Do you have any questions about this product?

FLEX Enable User's Guide 7
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Join the Focal Point community. Focal Point is our online developer center and more than a
message board. It is an interactive network of more than 3,000 developers from almost
every profession and industry, collaborating on solutions and sharing tips and techniques,
http://forums.informationbuilders.com/eve/forums.

You can also access support services electronically, 24 hours a day, with InfoResponse
Online. InfoResponse Online is accessible through our World Wide Web site,
http://www.informationbuilders.com. It connects you to the tracking system and known-
problem database at the Information Builders support center. Registered users can open,
update, and view the status of cases in the tracking system and read descriptions of reported
software issues. New users can register immediately for this service. The technical support
section of www.informationbuilders.com also provides usage techniques, diagnostic tips,
and answers to frequently asked questions.

Call Information Builders Customer Support Service (CSS) at (800) 736-6130 or (212) 736-
6130. Customer Support Consultants are available Monday through Friday between 8:00
a.m. and 8:00 p.m. EST to address all your WebFOCUS Managed Reporting questions.
Information Builders consultants can also give you general guidance regarding product
capabilities and documentation. Please be ready to provide your six-digit site code number
(xxxx.xx) when you call.

To learn about the full range of available support services, ask your Information Builders
representative about InfoResponse Online, or call (800) 969-INFO.

Information You Should Have
To help our consultants answer your questions effectively, be prepared to provide the following
information when you call:

Your six-digit site code (xxxx.xx).

Your WebFOCUS configuration:

The front-end you are using, including vendor and release.

The communications protocol (for example, TCP/IP or HLLAPI), including vendor and
release.

The software release.

Your server version and release. You can find this information using the Version option
in the Web Console.

The stored procedure (preferably with line numbers) or SQL statements being used in
server access.

The Master File and Access File.
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The exact nature of the problem:

Are the results or the format incorrect? Are the text or calculations missing or
misplaced?

The error message and return code, if applicable.

Is this related to any other problem?

Has the procedure or query ever worked in its present form? Has it been changed recently?
How often does the problem occur?

What release of the operating system are you using? Has it, your security system,
communications protocol, or front-end software changed?

Is this problem reproducible? If so, how?

Have you tried to reproduce your problem in the simplest form possible? For example, if
you are having problems joining two data sources, have you tried executing a query
containing just the code to access the data source?

Do you have a trace file?

How is the problem affecting your business? Is it halting development or production? Do
you just have questions about functionality or documentation?

User Feedback
In an effort to produce effective documentation, the Documentation Services staff welcomes
your opinions regarding this manual. Please use the Reader Comments form at the end of
this manual to communicate suggestions for improving this publication or to alert us to
corrections. You can also use the Documentation Feedback form on our Web site,
http://documentation.informationbuilders.com/feedback.asp.

Thank you, in advance, for your comments.

Information Builders Consulting and Training
Interested in training? Information Builders Education Department offers a wide variety of
training courses for this and other Information Builders products.

For information on course descriptions, locations, and dates, or to register for classes, visit
our World Wide Web site (http://www.informationbuilders.com) or call (800) 969-INFO to
speak to an Education Representative.
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Introduction1
Topics:

Rich Internet Applications (RIA) are
becoming increasing popular. They are
called "rich" because even though they
are rendered in the browser, they offer
the same user experience as desktop
applications like Microsoft® Word and
Excel®.

RIA Technologies

About FLEX Enable

In RIA, the browser processes the user
interface (UI) and the user interactions.
In a client/server application, each
interaction is passed as a request to the
server. The server then processes the
request and sends a new page back to
the browser for display to the end user.
The click-by-click communication with the
server makes client/server applications
slower than RIAs, with a completely
different workflow.

Like desktop applications, RIAs are highly
interactive and engaging. At the same
time, they offer the management
efficiencies and cost savings associated
with client/server applications.

FLEX Enable User's Guide 11



RIA Technologies
Adobe Systems is the leader in RIA technology. Macromedia (now Adobe) pioneered the
.SWF file format. A .SWF file is a precompiled binary file that contains animations and applets
with different interactions and functions. Data used in the application can be compiled in
the .SWF file or can reside on the server. The file is fully compiled by the Adobe Flash®

Player, a plug-in for the browser that renders the UI and carries the interactions.

The Flash Player can be installed in any browser, making SWF applications cross-browser
compatible. The Flash Player is widely used, as it is installed on 98% of computers. It is
also available for mobile devices and other non-PC systems, for example, Sony PlayStation®,
Nintendo® Wii, and other custom professional devices.

Plug-ins are available to embed SWF applications in Microsoft PowerPoint® and Word, other
desktop programs, and PDF documents, making them very portable. You can e-mail .SWF
files, store them locally on a computer, and play them in either Flash Player or a browser.

SWF applications were first developed using the Flash Integrated Development Environment
(IDE). Flash, as a development environment, was tailored for creative designers. It followed
an animation-based workflow, that is, the entire application was produced like a movie and
every user action was put on a time line. That workflow was extremely useful for dynamic,
animated banners and advertising applications, which helped to establish SWF as the
dominant standard for interactive animations and graphics.

These animations and graphics create transitions and other effects that make the user
experience more continuous and natural. Today the animation effects play a significant role
in advanced visualization too.

While many people liked Flash applications, few developers appreciated the animation-based
workflow. Hence the development of Adobe Flex™, an IDE that is targeted to application
developers rather than designers. Flex is built on Eclipse™, an open source development
platform.

Flex offers a robust set of components for developing applications, pre-packaged animation
effects, and styling options for creating aesthetically pleasing UIs, as well as a rich language
to implement any custom function. The popularity of Flex is further driven by the fact that
Adobe made SWF and the Flex compiler open source (www.flex.org). Adobe also introduced
significant enhancements to the ActionScript™ programming language and the Flash Player.

ActionScript is based on ECMAScript (JavaScript). It was originally designed to control 2D
animations. ActionScript 3, the latest version of the language, is a complete restructuring
of the language targeted at a new virtual machine, Flash Player 9. ActionScript 3.0 has
become a lot more like Java and C#, providing a strong foundation for application
development. Flash Player 9 is analogous to the Java Virtual Machine (JVM), and the compiler
enhancements boast ten times' performance gains over previous versions of the Player.

12 WebFOCUS
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The unique combination of animation effects, vector graphics, interaction effects, and
portability makes Flex an ideal tool for developing rich, aesthetically distinct, and highly
interactive dashboards and visualizations. The ability to develop custom components allows
developers to meet unique, non-standard Business Intelligence visualization and data
representation needs.

About FLEX Enable
Information Builders has recognized the importance of Flex, and has developed a product
that enables Flex developers to rapidly create Business Intelligence applications in Flex
Builder, without the need to code ActionScript or MXML.

FLEX Enable is an application engine that can be installed in Flex Builder 2.0. FLEX Enable
performs the most useful Business Intelligence functions out-of-the-box, to allow Flex
developers to focus on front-end development and the user experience. At run time, the
functions used are compiled in the SWF application.

FLEX Enable features include:

Connection to WebFOCUS procedures (.FEX files), so that the data can be passed from
WebFOCUS to the SWF application. This feature gives the Flex developer the ability to
leverage all WebFOCUS data access reporting functions. One or more procedures can
be used in a SWF application.

Connection to Managed Reporting, creation of a custom logon page, display of the domain
tree, and use of Standard Reports, My Reports, and other Managed Reporting features
in a Flex application.

Implementation of common Business Intelligence aggregation functions, so that data is
retrieved once, but can be reused many times in the SWF application. For example, the
procedure might report on data from the COUNTRY, STATE, CITY, STORE, and SALES
fields in a data source. A developer can use aggregation functions to populate a chart
with aggregate sales data by country. Handling the aggregation in the SWF provides more
efficient processing and fewer trips to the back-end system.

Handling of complex filtering, so that a developer can design any combination of filters
(create OLAP-like panels) to allow users to manipulate the data. For example, it provides
independent filters, nested filters, and linked filters.

Handling of complex interaction between components, such as using one component to
filter another component, or using one component to populate another component with
its data.

Numerous custom components that you can drag and drop and configure via the Properties
pane, so that you can develop almost any application without coding.

FLEX Enable User's Guide 13
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Run-time calculations and generation of charts and roll-up tables. End users can create
custom charts, tables, calculations, and filters as they interact with and analyze the data.

A FLEX Enable API for coding custom Business Intelligence functions. Advanced developers
can use the API to create the most demanding custom Flex applications or to embed
Business Intelligence into other applications.

14 WebFOCUS
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Prerequisites and Download Instructions2
Topics:

This topic describes the Information
Builders and Adobe software you need
to use FLEX Enable to develop and
deploy applications, and the steps to
download FLEX Enable from the
Information Builders product site. It also
addresses compatibility features.

Software Prerequisites

Downloading FLEX Enable From
Information Builders

Compatibility Features

FLEX Enable User's Guide 15



Software Prerequisites
To use FLEX Enable, you need:

WebFOCUS Developer Studio to develop the procedures used in an application.

WebFOCUS Reporting Server to deploy an application.

Flex Builder 2.0 with the Flex charting components (Flex Charting 2). The charting
components are licensed separately. If the charting components are not installed with
Flex Builder, you can use all of the Information Builders components except charts.

Flash Player 9, which is required both at development time to test an application, and
at deployment time. Users with earlier versions need to upgrade to Flash Player 9.

FLEX Enable, which is a .SWC file that is imported into a Flex project in Flex Builder.

WebFOCUS Managed Reporting if you are going to deploy FLEX Enable applications in
Managed Reporting Business Intelligence Dashboard, or if you are going to use FLEX
Enable Managed Reporting specific custom components in your application.

Downloading FLEX Enable From Information Builders
You can save the downloaded file to any location from which it can be imported into a Flex
Builder project folder.

1. Instructions for downloading to be supplied.

2. Instructions for unzipping to be supplied if the file is zipped.

Compatibility Features

How to:

Update FLEX Enable in an Existing Flex Project

The FLEX Enable .SWC file is backward compatible. If a new version of the file is released,
you can simply import it into an existing Flex project.

FLEX Enable is independent of any WebFOCUS release.

How to Update FLEX Enable in an Existing Flex ProjectProcedure:

1. Download the latest version of FLEX Enable.

2. Open an existing Flex project.

3. Right-click the project folder, and select Properties from the pop-up menu.

16 WebFOCUS
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4. In the project Properties dialog box, select Flex Build Path.

5. On the Library path tab, click Add SWC, and then browse to and select the Flex Enable
.SWC file.

The file is added to the Build path libraries list, as shown in the following image.

6. Click OK.

You will see a Flex Builder message, indicating that the project was updated.

7. You may need to refresh the project to see all the updates. Just click the project folder,
and from the right-click menu, select Refresh.

8. You may also need to refresh Design view. With Design view selected, click Design on
the menu bar, and then select Refresh.

If new components were added to FLEX Enable since you last downloaded it, you will
see them in the Custom components folder.

FLEX Enable User's Guide 17
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Tip: If the Custom components pane is not displayed, select Window on the Flex Builder
menu bar, and then click Components.
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Custom Components and Properties3
Topics:

FLEX Enable provides a number of
custom components you can use to
create applications. The components
have custom properties in addition to
Flex Builder properties.

About Components and Properties

Component/Property Tables

This topic describes the custom
components available with FLEX Enable,
categorized by type of component, and
the properties for each component.
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About Components and Properties
FLEX Enable instantiates several custom components that both developers and advanced
analysts can use to create Flex-based Business Intelligence applications. For example, the
ibiDataGrid component displays tabular data, the ibiPieChart component displays data in a
pie chart, and so on.

The Information Builders components display custom properties in addition to common Flex
properties. They simplify development, as many parameters are entered directly in the
properties sheet for the component, thus eliminating the need to write custom ActionScript
functions. Custom components allow you to streamline and standardize routine tasks and
extend the capabilities of Flex.

Defining the properties is based on the simple and intuitive WebFOCUS language syntax.
For example, to define the columns in an ibiDataGrid component, you set the property
ibiUseColumns, simply listing the columns (for instance, COUNTRY, STATE, SALES) or subset
of columns from the original WebFOCUS procedure (.FEX file). Setting that property creates
a grid. To aggregate the grid (for instance, to sum the SALES values), you define the BY
fields as you do in the WebFOCUS language. With FLEX Enable, you list the fields (for instance,
COUNTRY, STATE) in the ibiGroupBy property. To define the aggregation, you use the prefix
Sum in front of the field to aggregate, changing the value of the ibiUseColumns property to
COUNTRY,STATE,Sum.SALES.

Custom components are written in ActionScript. The front end of a SWF application is written
in MXML, a mark-up language based on XML. In Flex, MXML defines the user interface. More
specifically, you write a Flex application as an XML document. The XML document uses tags
to define pieces of structured information and the relationships between them. In MXML,
the <mx:Application> tag defines the root of the application. You define the parts of the
application in tags that are children of the <mx:Application> tag.

When a custom component is used in an application, the mark-up is created automatically
as the user drags and drops the component on the application canvas. The ActionScript is
encapsulated in the component and is included when the application is compiled.

Developers can combine Information Builders custom components with Flex Builder
components.

Component/Property Tables
The following tables describe the Information Builders custom components available with
FLEX Enable, categorized by type of component, and the properties for each component.

20 WebFOCUS
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Application Components

DescriptionComponent or Property

Component in which all other Information Builders
components must be placed.

ibiCanvas

No ibi properties.

Dynamically loads data into an ibiDataGrid, that is, it
collects parameters from components that are filter
enabled (ibiFilterAble), passes them to a procedure (.FEX
file), and then loads the retrieved data into the specified
ibiDataGrid.

ibiReloadButton

Indicates that the component can be used as a filter.ibiFilterAble

Specifies the condition used for filtering:
EQ/NE/GT/LT/LE/GE/BT/CT

ibiFilterCond

Permits a default (non-removable) filter for ibiDataGrid,
such as REGION EQ NORTHEAST.

ibiFilterDefault

Highlights filtered data. Accepts values of true or false.ibiFilterHighLight

If the filter is nested, specifies the name of the parent
component.

ibiFilterParent

If the filter is linked, specifies the name of the component
that it is linked to.

ibiFilterSibling

If true, reverses the order of the values. For example,
when using a slide with values 1 to 1000, setting the
property to true will make the values 1000 to 1.

ibiFilterValsReverse

Specifies the columns used for grouping when the
ibiDataGrid is aggregated.

ibiGroupBy

Specifies the name of the ibiDataGrid to get data from.ibiParent

Specifies the parameters of seturl. The values may be
from another component.

ibiUrlParms

If true, only the filtered values from ibiDataGrid are used.ibiUseFiltered

FLEX Enable User's Guide 21
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DescriptionComponent or Property

Debugging/messages window.ibiMsgWindow

Indicates that the component can be used as a filter.ibiFilterAble

Specifies the condition used for filtering:
EQ/NE/GT/LT/LE/GE/BT/CT

ibiFilterCond

Permits a default (non-removable) filter for ibiDataGrid,
such as REGION EQ NORTHEAST.

ibiFilterDefault

Highlights filtered data. Accepts values of true or false.ibiFilterHighLight

If the filter is nested, specifies the name of the parent
component.

ibiFilterParent

If the filter is linked, specifies the name of the component
that it is linked to.

ibiFilterSibling

If true, reverses the order of the values. For example,
when using a slide with values 1 to 1000, setting the
property to true will make the values 1000 to 1.

ibiFilterValsReverse

Specifies the columns used for grouping when the
ibiDataGrid is aggregated.

ibiGroupBy

Specifies the name of the ibiDataGrid to get data from.ibiParent

If true, only the filtered values from ibiDataGrid are used.ibiUseFiltered

Data Bound Components

DescriptionComponent or Property

Displays data as a formatted table capable of
containing multiple columns of data.

ibiDataGrid

Adds a random parameter to a URL so that cache is
not used.

ibiAddRandom

Sets styling for a series of vertical columns in a column
chart.

ibiColumnStyle
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DescriptionComponent or Property

Does not fetch data on initial load of application.ibiDelayLoad

Indicates that the component can be used as a filter.ibiFilterAble

Specifies the condition used for filtering:
EQ/NE/GT/LT/LE/GE/BT/CT

ibiFilterCond

Permits a default (non-removable) filter for ibiDataGrid,
such as REGION EQ NORTHEAST.

ibiFilterDefault

Assigns a color for the highlighting of filtered data.ibiFilterHLightColor

Highlights filtered data. Accepts values of true or false.ibiFilterHighLight

If the filter is nested, specifies the name of the parent
component.

ibiFilterParent

If the filter is linked, specifies the name of the
component that it is linked to.

ibiFilterSibling

If true, reverses the order of the values. For example,
when using a slide with values 1 to 1000, setting the
property to true will make the values 1000 to 1.

ibiFilterValsReverse

Sets the style for ibiDataGrid columns.ibiGridStyle

Specifies the columns used for grouping when the
ibiDataGrid is aggregated.

ibiGroupBy

Specifies the name of the ibiDataGrid to get data from.ibiParent

Specifies the parameters of seturl. The values may be
from another component.

ibiUrlParms

Specifies the columns displayed in the ibiDataGrid. By
default all columns are displayed.

ibiUseColumns

If true, only the filtered values from ibiDataGrid are
used.

ibiUseFiltered
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DescriptionComponent or Property

Specifies the URL that gets the data from the server.
Normally this value is http://hostname/ibi_apps/
WFServlet?IBIF_ex=procedure_name. Must return an
.XML file from the command ON TABLE PCHOLD
FORMAT XML.

seturl

Allows hierarchical data to be viewed as an expandable
tree.

ibiTree

Indicates that the component can be used as a filter.ibiFilterAble

Specifies the condition used for filtering:
EQ/NE/GT/LT/LE/GE/BT/CT

ibiFilterCond

Permits a default (non-removable) filter for ibiDataGrid,
such as REGION EQ NORTHEAST.

ibiFilterDefault

Highlights filtered data. Accepts values of true or false.ibiFilterHighLight

If the filter is nested, specifies the name of the parent
component.

ibiFilterParent

If the filter is linked, specifies the name of the
component that it is linked to.

ibiFilterSibling

If true, reverses the order of the values. For example,
when using a slide with values 1 to 1000, setting the
property to true will make the values 1000 to 1.

ibiFilterValsReverse

Specifies the columns used for grouping when the
ibiDataGrid is aggregated.

ibiGroupBy

Specifies the name of the ibiDataGrid to get data from.ibiParent

Specifies the columns to use for a tree.ibiTreeLabelField

If true, only the filtered values from ibiDataGrid are
used.

ibiUseFiltered

Drop-down list, from which a single value can be
selected.

ibiComboBox

Specifies the column that is populated with values.ibiColumn
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DescriptionComponent or Property

Indicates that the component can be used as a filter.ibiFilterAble

Specifies the condition used for filtering:
EQ/NE/GT/LT/LE/GE/BT/CT

ibiFilterCond

Permits a default (non-removable) filter for ibiDataGrid,
such as REGION EQ NORTHEAST.

ibiFilterDefault

Highlights filtered data. Accepts values of true or false.ibiFilterHighLight

If the filter is nested, specifies the name of the parent
component.

ibiFilterParent

If the filter is linked, specifies the name of the
component that it is linked to.

ibiFilterSibling

If true, reverses the order of the values. For example,
when using a slide with values 1 to 1000, setting the
property to true will make the values 1000 to 1.

ibiFilterValsReverse

Specifies the columns used for grouping when the
ibiDataGrid is aggregated.

ibiGroupBy

Specifies the name of the ibiDataGrid to get data from.ibiParent

If true, only the filtered values from ibiDataGrid are
used.

ibiUseFiltered

Creates a horizontal slider track, which can be used
to select a value.

ibiHSlider

Uses the maximum and minimum values from the
column specified in ibiColumn.

ibiAutoLimits

Specifies the column that is populated with values.ibiColumn

Indicates that the component can be used as a filter.ibiFilterAble

Specifies the condition used for filtering:
EQ/NE/GT/LT/LE/GE/BT/CT

ibiFilterCond

Permits a default (non-removable) filter for ibiDataGrid,
such as REGION EQ NORTHEAST.

ibiFilterDefault
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DescriptionComponent or Property

Highlights filtered data. Accepts values of true or false.ibiFilterHighLight

If the filter is nested, specifies the name of the parent
component.

ibiFilterParent

If the filter is linked, specifies the name of the
component that it is linked to.

ibiFilterSibling

If true, reverses the order of the values. For example,
when using a slide with values 1 to 1000, setting the
property to true will make the values 1000 to 1.

ibiFilterValsReverse

Specifies the columns used for grouping when the
ibiDataGrid is aggregated.

ibiGroupBy

Specifies the name of the ibiDataGrid to get data from.ibiParent

If true, only the filtered values from ibiDataGrid are
used.

ibiUseFiltered

Creates a vertical slider track, which can be used to
select a value.

ibiVSlider

Uses the maximum and minimum values from the
column specified in ibiColumn.

ibiAutoLimits

Specifies the column that is populated with values.ibiColumn

Indicates that the component can be used as a filter.ibiFilterAble

Specifies the condition used for filtering:
EQ/NE/GT/LT/LE/GE/BT/CT

ibiFilterCond

Permits a default (non-removable) filter for ibiDataGrid,
such as REGION EQ NORTHEAST.

ibiFilterDefault

Highlights filtered data. Accepts values of true or false.ibiFilterHighLight

If the filter is nested, specifies the name of the parent
component.

ibiFilterParent

If the filter is linked, specifies the name of the
component that it is linked to.

ibiFilterSibling
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DescriptionComponent or Property

If true, reverses the order of the values. For example,
when using a slide with values 1 to 1000, setting the
property to true will make the values 1000 to 1.

ibiFilterValsReverse

Specifies the columns used for grouping when the
ibiDataGrid is aggregated.

ibiGroupBy

Specifies the name of the ibiDataGrid to get data from.ibiParent

If true, only the filtered values from ibiDataGrid are
used.

ibiUseFiltered

Displays a vertical list of items.ibiList

Specifies the column that is populated with values.ibiColumn

Indicates that the component can be used as a filter.ibiFilterAble

Specifies the condition used for filtering:
EQ/NE/GT/LT/LE/GE/BT/CT

ibiFilterCond

Permits a default (non-removable) filter for ibiDataGrid,
such as REGION EQ NORTHEAST.

ibiFilterDefault

Highlights filtered data. Accepts values of true or false.ibiFilterHighLight

If the filter is nested, specifies the name of the parent
component.

ibiFilterParent

If the filter is linked, specifies the name of the
component that it is linked to.

ibiFilterSibling

If true, reverses the order of the values. For example,
when using a slide with values 1 to 1000, setting the
property to true will make the values 1000 to 1.

ibiFilterValsReverse

Specifies the columns used for grouping when the
ibiDataGrid is aggregated.

ibiGroupBy

Specifies the name of the ibiDataGrid to get data from.ibiParent

If true, only the filtered values from ibiDataGrid are
used.

ibiUseFiltered
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DescriptionComponent or Property

Displays text and allows for additional text to be
manually entered.

ibiText

Indicates that the component can be used as a filter.ibiFilterAble

Specifies the condition used for filtering:
EQ/NE/GT/LT/LE/GE/BT/CT

ibiFilterCond

Permits a default (non-removable) filter for ibiDataGrid,
such as REGION EQ NORTHEAST.

ibiFilterDefault

Highlights filtered data. Accepts values of true or false.ibiFilterHighLight

If the filter is nested, specifies the name of the parent
component.

ibiFilterParent

If the filter is linked, specifies the name of the
component that it is linked to.

ibiFilterSibling

If true, reverses the order of the values. For example,
when using a slide with values 1 to 1000, setting the
property to true will make the values 1000 to 1.

ibiFilterValsReverse

Specifies the columns used for grouping when the
ibiDataGrid is aggregated.

ibiGroupBy

Specifies the name of the ibiDataGrid to get data from.ibiParent

Specifies a special character string that will be
replaced with text at run time. For example, "%fc" is
the number of filtered records, and "%rc" is the number
of records.

ibiTextString

If true, only the filtered values from ibiDataGrid are
used.

ibiUseFiltered

Single-line, editable text field.ibiTextInput

Indicates that the component can be used as a filter.ibiFilterAble

Specifies the condition used for filtering:
EQ/NE/GT/LT/LE/GE/BT/CT

ibiFilterCond
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DescriptionComponent or Property

Permits a default (non-removable) filter for ibiDataGrid,
such as REGION EQ NORTHEAST.

ibiFilterDefault

Highlights filtered data. Accepts values of true or false.ibiFilterHighLight

If the filter is nested, specifies the name of the parent
component.

ibiFilterParent

If the filter is linked, specifies the name of the
component that it is linked to.

ibiFilterSibling

If true, reverses the order of the values. For example,
when using a slide with values 1 to 1000, setting the
property to true will make the values 1000 to 1.

ibiFilterValsReverse

Specifies the columns used for grouping when the
ibiDataGrid is aggregated.

ibiGroupBy

Specifies the name of the ibiDataGrid to get data from.ibiParent

If true, only the filtered values from ibiDataGrid are
used.

ibiUseFiltered

Permits dynamic modification of the "parent" dataGrid.ibiModColumnDataGrid

Lists the columns from dataGrid.ibiColumnList

Indicates that the component can be used as a filter.ibiFilterAble

Specifies the condition used for filtering:
EQ/NE/GT/LT/LE/GE/BT/CT

ibiFilterCond

Permits a default (non-removable) filter for ibiDataGrid,
such as REGION EQ NORTHEAST.

ibiFilterDefault

Highlights filtered data. Accepts values of true or false.ibiFilterHighLight

If the filter is nested, specifies the name of the parent
component.

ibiFilterParent

If the filter is linked, specifies the name of the
component that it is linked to.

ibiFilterSibling
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DescriptionComponent or Property

If true, reverses the order of the values. For example,
when using a slide with values 1 to 1000, setting the
property to true will make the values 1000 to 1.

ibiFilterValsReverse

Specifies the columns used for grouping when the
ibiDataGrid is aggregated.

ibiGroupBy

Specifies the ibiDataGrid to be modified.ibiModComponent

Displays the column description.ibiModShowDesc

Displays the column field name.ibiModShowField

Displays the column format.ibiModShowFormat

Displays the column title.ibiModShowTitle

Specifies the name of the ibiDataGrid to get data from.ibiParent

If true, only the filtered values from ibiDataGrid are
used.

ibiUseFiltered

Shows the column name.ibiModColumnList

Lists the columns from the dataGrid.ibiColumnList

Indicates that the component can be used as a filter.ibiFilterAble

Specifies the condition used for filtering:
EQ/NE/GT/LT/LE/GE/BT/CT

ibiFilterCond

Permits a default (non-removable) filter for ibiDataGrid,
such as REGION EQ NORTHEAST.

ibiFilterDefault

Highlights filtered data. Accepts values of true or false.ibiFilterHighLight

If the filter is nested, specifies the name of the parent
component.

ibiFilterParent

If the filter is linked, specifies the name of the
component that it is linked to.

ibiFilterSibling
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DescriptionComponent or Property

If true, reverses the order of the values. For example,
when using a slide with values 1 to 1000, setting the
property to true will make the values 1000 to 1.

ibiFilterValsReverse

Specifies the columns used for grouping when the
ibiDataGrid is aggregated.

ibiGroupBy

Specifies the ibiDataGrid to be modified.ibiModComponent

Displays the column description.ibiModShowDesc

Displays the column field name.ibiModShowField

Displays the column format.ibiModShowFormat

Displays the column title.ibiModShowTitle

Specifies the name of the ibiDataGrid to get data from.ibiParent

If true, only the filtered values from ibiDataGrid are
used.

ibiUseFiltered

Charting Components

DescriptionComponent or Property

Represents the data series as a standard pie chart.ibiPieChart

Sets styling for ibiPieChart.ibiPieStyle

Specifies the column name used to identify values in
a pie chart.

ibiField

Indicates that the component can be used as a filter.ibiFilterAble

Specifies the condition used for filtering:
EQ/NE/GT/LT/LE/GE/BT/CT

ibiFilterCond

Permits a default (non-removable) filter for ibiDataGrid,
such as REGION EQ NORTHEAST.

ibiFilterDefault

Highlights filtered data. Accepts values of true or false.ibiFilterHighLight
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DescriptionComponent or Property

If the filter is nested, specifies the name of the parent
component.

ibiFilterParent

If the filter is linked, specifies the name of the
component that it is linked to.

ibiFilterSibling

If true, reverses the order of the values. For example,
when using a slide with values 1 to 1000, setting the
property to true will make the values 1000 to 1.

ibiFilterValsReverse

Specifies the columns used for grouping when the
ibiDataGrid is aggregated.

ibiGroupBy

Specifies the column name used to label slices of the
pie in the chart.

ibiNameField

Specifies the name of the ibiDataGrid to get data from.ibiParent

To be supplied.ibiSeriesStyle

Adds a legend to the charts. The legend displays the
label for each data series in the chart and a key
showing the chart element for the series.

ibiShowLegend

If true, only the filtered values from ibiDataGrid are
used.

ibiUseFiltered

To be supplied.ibiColumnChart

Sets styling for a series of vertical columns in a column
chart.

ibiColumnStyle

Indicates that the component can be used as a filter.ibiFilterAble

Specifies the condition used for filtering:
EQ/NE/GT/LT/LE/GE/BT/CT

ibiFilterCond

Permits a default (non-removable) filter for ibiDataGrid,
such as REGION EQ NORTHEAST.

ibiFilterDefault

Highlights filtered data. Accepts values of true or false.ibiFilterHighLight
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DescriptionComponent or Property

If the filter is nested, specifies the name of the parent
component.

ibiFilterParent

If the filter is linked, specifies the name of the
component that it is linked to.

ibiFilterSibling

If true, reverses the order of the values. For example,
when using a slide with values 1 to 1000, setting the
property to true will make the values 1000 to 1.

ibiFilterValsReverse

Specifies the columns used for grouping when the
ibiDataGrid is aggregated.

ibiGroupBy

Hides data from the x- and y- axis.ibiHideDataEffect

Specifies the name of the ibiDataGrid to get data from.ibiParent

Shows data on the x- and y-axis.ibiShowDataEffect

Adds a legend to the charts. The legend displays the
label for each data series in the chart and a key
showing the chart element for the series.

ibiShowLegend

If true, only the filtered values from ibiDataGrid are
used.

ibiUseFiltered

Specifies the field of the data provider that determines
the x-axis location of the end of each column or bar in
the chart.

ibiXField

Specifies the field of the data provider that determines
the y-axis location of the base of each column or bar
in the chart. If this property is omitted, Flex will arrange
the columns or bars in the order of the data of the data
provider.

ibiYField

Represents the data series as a set of horizontal bars.
The bar size is determined by the values of the data.

ibiBarChart

Sets the style for the ibiBarChart.ibiBarStyle

Indicates that the component can be used as a filter.ibiFilterAble
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DescriptionComponent or Property

Specifies the condition used for filtering:
EQ/NE/GT/LT/LE/GE/BT/CT

ibiFilterCond

Permits a default (non-removable) filter for ibiDataGrid,
such as REGION EQ NORTHEAST.

ibiFilterDefault

Highlights filtered data. Accepts values of true or false.ibiFilterHighLight

If the filter is nested, specifies the name of the parent
component.

ibiFilterParent

If the filter is linked, specifies the name of the
component that it is linked to.

ibiFilterSibling

If true, reverses the order of the values. For example,
when using a slide with values 1 to 1000, setting the
property to true will make the values 1000 to 1.

ibiFilterValsReverse

Specifies the columns used for grouping when the
ibiDataGrid is aggregated.

ibiGroupBy

Specifies the name of the ibiDataGrid to get data from.ibiParent

Adds a legend to the charts. The legend displays the
label for each data series in the chart and a key
showing the chart element for the series.

ibiShowLegend

If true, only the filtered values from ibiDataGrid are
used.

ibiUseFiltered

Specifies the field of the data provider that determines
the x-axis location of the end of each column or bar in
the chart.

ibiXField

Specifies the field of the data provider that determines
the y-axis location of the base of each column or bar
in the chart. If this property is omitted, Flex will arrange
the columns or bars in the order of the data provided.

ibiYField
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DescriptionComponent or Property

Represents the data with three values for each data
point: a value that determines its x-axis position; a
value that determines its y-axis position; and a value
that determines the size of the chart symbol, relative
to other points on the chart.

ibiBubbleChart

Displays the xfield, yfield, and radiusfield values of the
ibiBubbleChart.

ibiDisplayName

Indicates that the component can be used as a filter.ibiFilterAble

Specifies the condition used for filtering:
EQ/NE/GT/LT/LE/GE/BT/CT

ibiFilterCond

Permits a default (non-removable) filter for ibiDataGrid,
such as REGION EQ NORTHEAST.

ibiFilterDefault

Highlights filtered data. Accepts values of true or false.ibiFilterHighLight

If the filter is nested, specifies the name of the parent
component.

ibiFilterParent

If the filter is linked, specifies the name of the
component that it is linked to.

ibiFilterSibling

If true, reverses the order of the values. For example,
when using a slide with values 1 to 1000, setting the
property to true will make the values 1000 to 1.

ibiFilterValsReverse

Specifies the columns used for grouping when the
ibiDataGrid is aggregated.

ibiGroupBy

Specifies the name of the ibiDataGrid to get data from.ibiParent

Specifies the field of the data provider that determines
the radius of each symbol, relative to the other data
points on the chart. This property is required for
ibiBubbleChart.

ibiRadiusField

Adds a legend to the charts. The legend displays the
label for each data series in the chart and a key
showing the chart element for the series.

ibiShowLegend
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DescriptionComponent or Property

If true, only the filtered values from ibiDataGrid are
used.

ibiUseFiltered

Specifies the field of the data provider that determines
the x-axis location of the end of each column or bar in
the chart.

ibiXField

Specifies the field of the data provider that determines
the y-axis location of the base of each column or bar
in the chart. If this property is omitted, Flex will arrange
the columns or bars in the order of the data provided.

ibiYField

Represents data as a series of points, in Cartesian
coordinates, connected by a continuous line.

ibiLineChart

Indicates that the component can be used as a filter.ibiFilterAble

Specifies the condition used for filtering:
EQ/NE/GT/LT/LE/GE/BT/CT

ibiFilterCond

Permits a default (non-removable) filter for ibiDataGrid,
such as REGION EQ NORTHEAST.

ibiFilterDefault

Highlights filtered data. Accepts values of true or false.ibiFilterHighLight

If the filter is nested, specifies the name of the parent
component.

ibiFilterParent

If the filter is linked, specifies the name of the
component that it is linked to.

ibiFilterSibling

If true, reverses the order of the values. For example,
when using a slide with values 1 to 1000, setting the
property to true will make the values 1000 to 1.

ibiFilterValsReverse

Specifies the columns used for grouping when the
ibiDataGrid is aggregated.

ibiGroupBy

Specifies the name of the ibiDataGrid to get data from.ibiParent

Adds a legend to the charts. The legend displays the
label for each data series in the chart and a key
showing the chart element for the series.

ibiShowLegend
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DescriptionComponent or Property

If true, only the filtered values from ibiDataGrid are
used.

ibiUseFiltered

Specifies the field of the data provider that determines
the x-axis location of the end of each column or bar in
the chart.

ibiXField

Specifies the field of the data provider that determines
the y-axis location of the base of each column or bar
in the chart. If this property is omitted, Flex will arrange
the columns or bars in the order of the data provided.

ibiYField

To be supplied.ibiPlotChart

Displays the values of the ibiPlotChart.ibiDisplayName

Indicates that the component can be used as a filter.ibiFilterAble

Specifies the condition used for filtering:
EQ/NE/GT/LT/LE/GE/BT/CT

ibiFilterCond

Permits a default (non-removable) filter for ibiDataGrid,
such as REGION EQ NORTHEAST.

ibiFilterDefault

Highlights filtered data. Accepts values of true or false.ibiFilterHighLight

If the filter is nested, specifies the name of the parent
component.

ibiFilterParent

If the filter is linked, specifies the name of the
component that it is linked to.

ibiFilterSibling

If true, reverses the order of the values. For example,
when using a slide with values 1 to 1000, setting the
property to true will make the values 1000 to 1.

ibiFilterValsReverse

Specifies the columns used for grouping when the
ibiDataGrid is aggregated.

ibiGroupBy

Specifies the name of the ibiDataGrid to get data from.ibiParent
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DescriptionComponent or Property

Adds a legend to the charts. The legend displays the
label for each data series in the chart and a key
showing the chart element for the series.

ibiShowLegend

If true, only the filtered values from ibiDataGrid are
used.

ibiUseFiltered

Specifies the field of the data provider that determines
the x-axis location of the end of each column or bar in
the chart.

ibiXField

Specifies the field of the data provider that determines
the y-axis location of the base of each column or bar
in the chart. If this property is omitted, Flex will arrange
the columns or bars in the order of the data provided.

ibiYField

Managed Reporting Specific Components

DescriptionComponent or Property

Managed Reporting repository tree.ibiMREdomainTree

Managed Reporting sign on.ibiMreParent

To be supplied.ibiMREdomains

Managed Reporting sign on.ibiMreParent

To be supplied.ibiMREmyReport

Managed Reporting sign on.ibiMreParent

To be supplied.ibiMREreportingObject

Managed Reporting sign on.ibiMreParent

To be supplied.ibiMREsharedReport

Managed Reporting sign on.ibiMreParent

Managed Reporting sign on prompt.ibiMREsignon
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DescriptionComponent or Property

URL to Managed Reporting server.ibiMreHost

Can be called if sign on fails.ibiOnSignonFail

Can be called if sign on succeeds.ibiOnSignonPass

To be supplied.ibiMREstandardReport

Managed Reporting sign on.ibiMreParent
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WebFOCUS

Developing a FLEX Enable Application4
This topic describes the procedures for developing an application in Adobe Flex Builder, using FLEX Enable
from Information Builders. It includes instructions on starting a new Flex project and importing FLEX Enable
into it, and creating an input file for the application using WebFOCUS Developer Studio.

It also describes how to add Information Builders custom components and filters.

The instructions assume that you have basic familiarity with Flex Builder design and coding features.

Topics:
Logically Organizing Content With the
TabNavigator

Sample Application
Binding a Procedure to the ibiDataGrid Using
Custom ComponentsApplication Basics

Creating a Flex Project Creating an Aggregated Grid Using Existing
ibiDataGrid DataCreating an Input File in WebFOCUS Developer

Studio Creating a Filter
Creating an Application Canvas Using the ibiDataGrid to Filter Other

ComponentsCreating a Title for the Dashboard

Creating a Pie Chart and Column ChartAdding Custom Animation

Adding a Tree Control, Combo Box, and Slider
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Sample Application
In this topic and subsequent topics you will develop a dashboard that looks like this.

Application Basics
As with WebFOCUS Visual Discovery, you can use one input file—a flat file that contains all
the fields used in the FLEX Enable application. The flat file can contain detailed records (the
lowest level of granularity, for example, records displayed using the command PRINT), or
can be aggregated at a particular level, for example, summarized using a WebFOCUS
aggregation function. For complex applications, you can use more than one input file.
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You can bind an input file to an ibiDataGrid. You can then use that relationship to bind other
components to create a subset of the fields or aggregations from the data in the ibiDataGrid.
You can make the ibiDataGrid, like any other component, visible or invisible in the application
by setting its visible property to true or false. You can hide the ibiDataGrid in your design
when it is needed only to populate other components with data.

You can perform aggregation on any of the fields in the input file that is bound to the
ibiDataGrid. This feature allows for efficient reuse of the data that is used in the FLEX Enable
application. For example, the data set may contain the following fields: REGION, STATE,
CITY, CATEGORY, PRODUCT, DOLLARS, and UNITS. Once you include these fields in the
ibiDataGrid, you can create another grid, based on the ibiDataGrid, in which you SUM
DOLLARS BY REGION. The aggregation is performed by FLEX Enable locally in the application
instead of on the server.

If you are using more than one input file, you must bind each one to a separate ibiDataGrid
and give each one a distinct id.

To access the built-in aggregation and filtering capabilities of FLEX Enable through the
Properties pane for the Information Builders custom components, use the ibiCanvas custom
component, which binds all components and contains the required functions. Alternatively
you can use the Flex Builder standard components and the API calls to FLEX Enable to
perform those functions. With the second approach, you write your own ActionScript function
calls.

Creating a Flex Project

How to:

Create a Flex Project

In this procedure you will create a Flex project named My_First_Project, import FLEX Enable
and the Information Builders custom components as a .SWC file, and open the canvas on
which you will create an application.

Importing the FLEX Enable .SWC file is required only if your new Flex project provides
integration with WebFOCUS.

How to Create a Flex ProjectProcedure:

1. From the Flex Development window, select File, New, and Flex Project, as shown in the
following image.
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2. Accept the default configuration for the project (Basic) and click Next. For information
on other project types, see the Flex Builder documentation.
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3. Enter a name for the project and click Next. The name of the project in this example is
My_First_Project. To change the project location from the default, see the Flex Builder
documentation.
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4. On the next dialog box, select the Library path tab and click Add SWC to import FLEX
Enable and the Information Builders components. The FLEX Enable installation package
has a .SWC extension.
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5. Browse to the directory in which the .SWC file is located, select it, and click OK. Notice
the additions in the Build path libraries field.
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6. Click Finish.
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The project, My_First_Project, and the application file, My_First_Project.mxml, have been
created. In the Components pane on the left there is a folder named Custom, in which
the Information Builders custom components appear. Also displayed in blue in the middle
of the window is the default application canvas for My_First_Project.mxml. On the right
side is the Properties pane, which will display the properties of a selected component
once you start developing the application. Property values are case-sensitive.

Creating an Input File in WebFOCUS Developer Studio
The design of a FLEX Enable application is analogous to the design of a WebFOCUS Visual
Discovery application except that the development of the layout takes place in Flex Builder
instead of the HTML Layout tool in Developer Studio. You need to prepare an input file in
Developer Studio. See the Developer Studio documentation on how to create a report
procedure (.FEX file) with Report Painter.

The report procedure serves as the input file to the RIA (Rich Internet Application) you are
building with FLEX Enable. Because the required output for the application is XML, the
procedure must contain the command ON TABLE PCHOLD FORMAT XML.

You need several dimensions to create aggregate tables, filters, and charts in the sample
application. You also need a minimum of three measures, as required by some of the charts.
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Using Report Painter, create the following sample procedure and name it xmltest.

TABLE FILE GGSALES
PRINT
   REGION
   ST
   CITY
   CATEGORY
   PRODUCT
   DOLLARS
   UNITS
COMPUTE COGS/D12.2 = DOLLARS * .75;
ON TABLE PCHOLD FORMAT XML
END

When you run the application, ibiFLEXEnable converts the results of the procedure, with
output type XML, into an ActionScript arrayCollection for use as a data provider in the MXML
application.

By default, FLEX Enable searches for the procedure in the Developer Studio path
install_drive:\ibi\apps\baseapp.

Creating an Application Canvas

How to:

Create an Application Canvas

To use the Information Builders custom components, you need to add the ibiCanvas
component to the canvas. The ibiCanvas component contains all the binding and interaction
logic for all Information Builders components.

How to Create an Application CanvasProcedure:

1. In the My_First_Project folder in Flex Builder, select the My_First_Project.mxml file.

2. Select the Source tab to see the MXML generated for the application.

3. Select the Design tab to switch to layout view, where you can drag and drop components
onto the Flex Builder canvas.
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4. From the Custom components folder, drag and drop the ibiCanvas component onto the
My_First_Project.mxml canvas.

5. Adjust the size of the ibiCanvas object as desired. You can do this in one of the following
ways:

Drag its sides with the mouse to the desired width and height.

Explicitly define the width and height in the Layout properties pane to the right of the
canvas.

Constrain it to the application layout, which proportionately stretches the ibiCanvas
component to the size of the application.

Tip: Constraining is useful when you want the application to fill the entire browser window,
and expand or shrink based on that window. For details on how to constrain a component
to the application layout, see the Flex Builder documentation.

In this example, on the Properties pane under Constraints, select the first and third
check boxes on the horizontal axis to constrain the component to the application layout
so it will stretch proportionately to the width of the application as it adjusts to fit the
browser window.

6. Set the margins to 0 so that the ibiCanvas component matches the application width
100%.
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7. Repeat the process to set the height constraints.

8. Switch to Source view, where you will see the following new tags (in boldface) added to
the application code.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<mx:Application xmlns:mx="http://www.adobe.com/2006/mxml" 
layout="absolute" xmlns:ns1="*">

<ns1:ibiCanvas top="0" left="0" bottom="0" right="0"></ns1:ibiCanvas>
</mx:Application>

9. You are going to set the application background color to a light gray gradient. In the Fill
section of the Properties pane in Design view, enter (or select from the color palette)
the primary and secondary gradient color, for example, #808080 and #c0c0c0.
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Tip: To select the Application component so you can set the application background
color, you must go to Source view and position the mouse cursor within the tag of the
hidden or invisible component (in this case, Application). You will also need to do this
if you set the property of a component to visible=false. Another method is to select the
Window menu option, and then select Outline. In the Outline pane, you will see all the
components used in the application.

The color transitions from the primary selection to the secondary selection.

Each component has a rich set of options that you can choose from to give the
component a custom look and feel. For more information on styling, see the Flex Builder
documentation.

10. Switch to Source view to see the new color properties in the MXML.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<mx:Application xmlns:mx="http://www.adobe.com/2006/mxml" 
layout="absolute"
xmlns:ns1="*" backgroundGradientColors="[#808080, #c0c0c0]">
 <ns1:ibiCanvas left="0" top="0" bottom="0" right="0"></ns1:ibiCanvas>
</mx:Application>
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Creating a Title for the Dashboard

How to:

Create a Title for the Dashboard

A dashboard typically has a banner section that includes a title describing what the dashboard
is about, and logos, images, and other decorative elements that establish the corporate
identity and add visual appeal.

The sample application reserves the top part of the layout for the banner section. Depending
on your own real-life information architecture, you may vary the content of the banner section.
You might add customized, dynamically loaded content, as we do later with the SWFLoader
control to add animation to the sample application. You can also use other Flex Builder
components like the ApplicationControlBar and menus, to create special banners and
navigation systems.

How to Create a Title for the DashboardProcedure:

1. Select the Label control in Flex Builder and add it to the canvas in the top left corner.

2. Enter the title of the dashboard, either directly in the Label bounding box or on the
Properties pane.

In this example the title is Sales Performance Dashboard.

Tip: When you enter a value for a property on the Properties pane, you do not need to
enclose it in double quotation marks. FLEX Enable supplies the quotation marks for you.
In the MXML code, a property value must be enclosed in double quotation marks.

3. On the Properties pane, adjust the font, size, and other properties as desired.

4. Constrain the Label box so that it always appears to the left of the browser window.
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5. Set the left margin to 10. Later you will add a logo and set its right margin to 10, so
that the left and right margins are the same in the banner section.

Now you are ready to work with Information Builders custom components.

Adding Custom Animation

How to:

Add Custom Animation With a .SWF File Logo

Without coding, you can use Information Builders custom components, Flash files, images,
and other file types to create a rich and engaging application.

In this topic you will insert a Flash animated logo in the application. The procedure uses
standard Flex Builder features, and there are no custom Information Builders components
or properties.

How to Add Custom Animation With a .SWF File LogoProcedure:

1. Place the custom .SWF file in the Flex project directory (in this example, My_First_Project).
It may reside in other locations but for the purpose of this example, we are placing it
here.

2. From the Components pane, select SWFLoader and then create a bounding box in the
top right corner of the application.

You can position animation files anywhere in a FLEX Enable application.
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The width and height are automatically calculated, but you can change them either by
dragging the sides of the bounding box or by setting them on the Properties pane or
directly in the MXML source code. You can also use the SWFLoader control to load other
Flex applications at run time.

The SWFLoader control allows you to load .GIF, .JPEG, .PNG, and .SVG files. You can
also use the Image control to load those types of files.

3. Assign a unique id to the component. It is good practice to give all components distinct
id's.

4. In the Source field, enter the path to the .SWF file for the logo. You can also open the
file selection dialog box and navigate to the file.

5. Set the Scale content to true to scale the .SWF file to the size of the SWFLoader.

You can set those sizes to match. For more information, see the Flex Builder
documentation. There are many useful properties that give you full control over the look
and feel of the application.

6. Set Auto load to true to load the file at run time. If you do not set it up, you must make
a custom call to the load() method.

7. Constrain the loader to the side of the application window so that it always appears to
the right of the application, regardless of the width of the browser window.

8. Set the right margin to 10.
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9. Switch to Source view to see the MXML.

?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<mx:Application xmlns:mx="http://www.adobe.com/2006/mxml" 
layout="absolute"
  xmlns:ns1="*" backgroundGradientColors="[#808080, #c0c0c0]">
 <ns1:ibiCanvas left="0" top="0" bottom="0" right="0">

<mx:SWFLoader scaleContent="true" autoLoad="true" id="logo"
    source="IBILogo.swf" right="10" width="212" height="73" y="0"/>
 </ns1:ibiCanvas>
</mx:Application>

Logically Organizing Content With the TabNavigator

How to:

Logically Organize Content With the TabNavigator

Add Drop Shadow to the TabNavigator

The Flex Builder TabNavigator allows you to organize content logically into separate pages
so that the user can navigate an application simply by clicking the applicable tab. This topic
uses the TabNavigator to organize the examples in this user's guide.

Drop shadow makes the TabNavigator more visually appealing. Flex Builder components
have many properties but not all of them are exposed on the Properties pane. However, all
of them are accessible in the MXML.

Many free style explorers can help you find the exact Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) property.
For example:

http://examples.adobe.com/flex2/consulting/styleexplorer/Flex2StyleExplorer.html

How to Logically Organize Content With the TabNavigatorProcedure:

1. Select the TabNavigator from the Navigators folder in the Components pane and drag
it onto the canvas.

2. Adjust the size to be within the application canvas, and place it below the SWFLoader
so that the tabs appear below the loader. Extend it approximately to the end of the
application window.

3. Set up the vertical and horizontal constraints so that the tabs expand and contract
proportionately to the browser window.

4. On the Properties pane, set the background color of the TabNavigator to #808080.
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5. Click Tab 1 on the TabNavigator. Access the label property and enter the following title
for the first tab:

Grids, Filters, Charts

6. To add a second tab, click the plus sign (+) at the top left corner of the TabNavigator.
In the pop-up window, enter the following title (label) and click OK:

Tree Control, Drop Down Boxes

Later, if you would like, you can change the title in the label property field or in the MXML.

How to Add Drop Shadow to the TabNavigatorProcedure:

1. Switch to Source view.

2. Place the cursor in the mx:TabNavigator section after the last property that was generated
for you.

3. Press the space bar to display a pop-up window with accessible properties.
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4. Enter D to navigate to the properties beginning with that letter, select
dropShadowEnabled, and set it to true.

5. Repeat the steps to select shadowDistance, and set it to 4. That property determines
the height of the shadow at the bottom of the TabNavigator component.

6. Switch to Design view and notice that all your selected styles have been applied.
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7. Now switch back to Source view to see the MXML that was generated for you in your
work with the TabNavigator.

<mx:TabNavigator top="72" left="10" bottom="10" right="10" 
   backgroundColor="#808080" dropShadowEnabled="true" shadowDistance="4">
 <mx:Canvas label="Grids, Filters, Charts" width="100%" height="602%">
</mx:Canvas>
  <mx:Canvas label="Tree Control, Drop Down Boxes" width="100%" 
height="100%">
  </mx:Canvas>
</mx:TabNavigator>

Binding a Procedure to the ibiDataGrid Using Custom Components

How to:

Bind a Procedure to the ibiDataGrid

The ibiDataGrid populates the Flex application with WebFOCUS data. You bind the grid to a
WebFOCUS procedure (fex). At run time, that is, when the SWF application is accessed, the
procedure is executed and the returned data is loaded into it.

To make the application more visually appealing, you will host the ibiDataGrid in the Flex
Builder Panel component.

How to Bind a Procedure to the ibiDataGridProcedure:

1. Select the first tab of the TabNavigator. You will position the ibiDataGrid on the first tab.

2. From the Layout components, select Panel.

3. Drag the Panel onto the tab and position it in the top right corner. Later, you will add
filters and charts to Tab 1.

4. Enter the following title for the Panel:

Regional Detail Transactions
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5. Set the background color to match that of the application: #c0c0c0.

6. Drag and drop the ibiDataGrid component onto the panel.

7. Adjust the size of the grid to fit into the panel. As you drag the sides of the grid, green
guidelines appear to indicate the position of the grid relative to the inner wall (side) of
the panel. The grid side wall will snap to the green guideline.
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Adjust all four side walls of the ibiDataGrid to fix exactly within the panel. If the grid is
wider than the panel, Flex Builder will automatically display scroll bars. See the Flex
Builder documentation for instructions on relatively positioning two components.

8. Copy the following URL to the sample test procedure (xmltest) and paste it into the data
grid custom property named seturl.

http://localhost:8080/ibi_apps/WFServlet?IBIF_ex=xmltest

Note: To access the ibiDataGrid custom properties, the Flex Properties panel must be
open. To open the Flex Properties panel, select Window then Flex Properties. To the right
of the Flex Properties tab are three icons: Standard View, Category View, and Alphabetical
View. Select the Category View to access the seturl property (which is listed under IBI
Data).

See your WebFOCUS Developing Reporting Applications manual for information on the
required parameters for a URL that runs a procedure.
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9. Set the ibiDataGrid component id to the value MAIN01. View the additions to the MXML
code by switching to Source view.

<mx:Panel x="308" y="10" width="467" height="195" layout="absolute"
     title="Regional Detail Transactions" backgroundColor="#c0c0c0">
  <ns1:ibiDataGrid x="0" y="0" width="447" height="155" id="MAIN01">
   <ns1:seturl>http://localhost:8080/ibi_apps/WFServlet?IBIF_ex=xmltest
</ns1:seturl>
  </ns1:ibiDataGrid>
</mx:Panel>

10. Save the Flex application and run it. It will be displayed in the browser, as shown in the
following image.
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Creating an Aggregated Grid Using Existing ibiDataGrid Data

How to:

Create an Aggregated Grid

Reuse Content

You can create an aggregated grid by using any other ibiDataGrid as the data source. For
example, by using the first grid, MAIN01, as the data source, you are essentially reusing
data already loaded into the application. To do that, you must establish a parent/child
relationship between the two grids, in which the parent grid is the source of data for the
other grid.

How to Create an Aggregated GridProcedure:

1. Follow the instructions in Logically Organizing Content With the TabNavigator on page
57 to add another tab. Name the tab Aggregated Grid.

2. Insert another ibiDataGrid onto the canvas and set its id to SUB01.

3. To make the SUB01 grid a derivative of the first grid, MAIN01, that is, to make SUB01
a child of MAIN01, specify that the ibiParent is MAIN01.

Now SUB01 can use the data already available in MAIN01.

4. In the ibiUseColumns property field, specify that only the columns REGION,ST will be
displayed. Do not include any spaces between the comma and the field name.

5. For the tab on which the SUB01 grid is placed, view the MXML code generated for you.

<mx:Canvas label="Aggregated Grid" width="100%" height="100%">
 <ns1:ibiDataGrid x="25" y="22" width="345" id="SUB01" ibiParent="MAIN01"
ibiUseColumns="REGION,ST"/>
</mx:Canvas>
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6. Run the application. All the rows for the two fields REGION and STATE are displayed in
the grid. Notice that the same region is listed multiple times because the grid is not yet
aggregated, that is, it contains all transactions for each region.
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7. To display only the unique row values, that is, the distinct pairs, use the ibiGroupBy
property and provide the grouping columns (ibiGroupBy=REGION,ST). In this case, grouping
by both columns produces the distinct values. Notice that NY is listed only once.
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8. To create an aggregation, first add the column DOLLARS to ibiUseColumns. Add the
aggregation function Sum as a prefix to DOLLARS. Run the application and you will see
the sum of DOLLARS by REGION and STATE.

9. To create another roll-up table for regions only, copy SUB01 and paste it to the right of
SUB01.
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10. Adjust the width and align the tops of the two tables. As you move the new table, the
green guidelines will be displayed when the two table tops are aligned. If you release
the mouse, the second table will snap to the guideline.

11. Change the id of the second grid to SUB02. Flex Builder automatically assigns unique
ids, but it is good practice to follow a logical naming convention.

Notice that when you pasted the grid, all original properties were preserved.

12. Go to ibiGroupBy and remove ST (State).

13. Go to ibiUseColumns and remove ST.
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14. Run the application. You see two grids displaying different levels of aggregation.

How to Reuse ContentProcedure:

Flex provides many capabilities for reusing content. You can copy and paste compound
components, for example, a grid that is nested in a panel.

1. Go to the first tab and select the entire panel containing the MAIN01 grid.

2. On the main toolbar, select Copy from the Edit menu.

3. Select the Aggregated Grid tab, and paste the copied panel containing the MAIN01 grid.

4. Move the grid panel below the other two grids and align it with the left grid.

5. Change the panel title to:

Regional Category Sales

6. Select the grid within the panel.

7. Change the id to SUB03.

8. Remove the value for seturl.

9. Set ibiParent to MAIN01.

10. Set ibiGroupBy to REGION,CATEGORY.
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11. Set ibiUseColumns to REGION,CATEGORY,Sum.DOLLARS.

12. Run the application, which displays the three different aggregated grids.

Creating a Filter

How to:

Create a Filter Using a List Box

Create an Independent Filter

Create a Nested Filter

FLEX Enable not only supports many filter conditions, but also enables you to design robust
interactions between the filter controls in order to build complex OLAP-like panels, allowing
end users to slice and dice the data as needed.

FLEX Enable supports the following filter conditions: Equal, Not Equal, Greater Than, Greater
Than or Equal, Less Than, Less Than or Equal, Between, Contains.
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FLEX Enable also supports interactions between the following types of filter controls.

Independent

Nested

Linked

In this topic, you will work with the different kinds of filter controls.

You can use two or more controls as independent filters. Data is filtered based on the
selection of one control only. In other words, the applied filter will be the selected values
from one and only one of the filter controls. Prior selections will be reset.

Two or more list boxes are nested if a selection from one of them filters not only the
data, but also the contents of related list boxes. For example, by selecting a REGION,
the STATES are limited to only those located in the selected REGION.

Two or more filter controls are linked if selections from any of them are concatenated,
that is, the conditions are joined with an AND operator and applied simultaneously. If
two filter controls are linked, the applied filter is a concatenation of the two values. For
example, if you select REGION = NORTHEAST, only records for the Northeast will be
displayed. If you then select CATEGORY = COFFEE, then the applied filter is (WHERE
REGION = NORTHEAST AND CATEGORY = COFFEE).

If there are more linked controls, each subsequent selected value will be added to the
prior filters. While the data is filtered, the contents of the filter controls are not. In other
words, the CATEGORY list box will display all categories and the selection will be
highlighted. The REGION list box will display all regions and the selection will be
highlighted.

You can link a filter control to a nested filter control. In this case, both the linked condition
will be applied and the filtering within the nested controls will be applied.

How to Create a Filter Using a List BoxProcedure:

Using the Panel component, this procedure gives a distinct look and feel to a list box filter.

1. Create another panel on the first tab using the instructions in Binding a Procedure to
the ibiDataGrid Using Custom Components on page 60.
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2. Position the panel to the left of the grid, as shown in the following image.

3. Set the background color to #c0c0c0.

4. Set the title to Select Region.

5. Drag and drop the ibiList component onto the new panel.

6. Set the following properties.

ibiParent=MAIN01. The data for the list will come from the main data grid.

ibiColumn=REGION. This column populates the list box. Only distinct values will be
displayed.

ibiFilterAble=true. This property sets the component for use as a filter for other
components.

ibiFilterCond=EQ

id=list1

7. Select the MAIN01 ibiDataGrid and set its properties.

To filter the main grid (MAIN01), you need to set only ibiUseFiltered to true.

Tip: Set ibiUseFiltered to true for any component that you want to filter.
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When you run the application, all components having the property ibiUseFiltered set to true
will be filtered.

How to Create an Independent FilterProcedure:

1. Copy the panel for the first filter and paste it on the same tab.

2. Position the panel between the first list box and the grid, and adjust its size.

3. Delete the list box that is already inside the panel (it was carried over by the Paste
operation).

4. Insert a second list box and assign the value list2 to the id.

5. Set title to Select State, and set ibiColumn to ST.

6. From the MAIN01 grid, select the ST (State) column.
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7. Run the application.

All data is filtered based on a single condition selected from one of the controls. Selecting
a region filters the data in the grid for only that region.

Selecting a condition from another box resets the filter to the newly selected value.
Selecting a state (from the second list box) that belongs to a different region filters the
main grid to display only the records for the selected state.

How to Create a Nested FilterProcedure:

1. In the previous example, select the second list box.

2. Set the ibiFilterParent property to list1, which is the id of the first list box.
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3. Run the application.

Notice that a selection in the first list box also filters the contents of the second list
box. A selection in the second list box concatenates the condition of list box 1 and list
box 2.

Using the ibiDataGrid to Filter Other Components

How to:

Use the ibiDataGrid to Filter Other Components

You can select a value from the ibiDataGrid component to filter other data on the dashboard.

Any component that has an Information Builders filter-enabled property can be used to filter
another component.

How to Use the ibiDataGrid to Filter Other ComponentsProcedure:

In this procedure, you do not need to specify a condition. The default condition for the grid
is EQ, as the filter is applied based on the value of a selected cell in a particular row within
a particular column.

1. Select the Aggregated Grid tab.
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2. Select the SUB02 data grid.

3. Set the ibiFilterAble property to true.

4. Run the application, go to the Aggregated Grid tab, and click the Northeast cell. A pop-up
menu is displayed.

5. Click filter Northeast on the menu. The filter is applied to all the grids that have the
ibiUseFiltered property set to true.
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6. Click anywhere in the grid. In the pop-up menu you will see another value you can select
for filtering. Click Clear all to remove the filters.

Creating a Pie Chart and Column Chart

How to:

Create a Pie Chart

Add a Column Chart

You can create a chart against either the data in the main grid, or against aggregated grids.
If you are creating a chart against the main grid, you must perform the aggregation in the
chart. The method is the same as creating an aggregated grid.

How to Create a Pie ChartProcedure:

1. Create another panel to host the ibiPieChart.

2. Set the panel background color to #c0c0c0 to match the other panels.

3. Set the title of the panel to Category Sales.

4. Drag the ibiPieChart component onto the panel and adjust its size as described in
previous topics.
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5. Set the properties as follows.

ibiField=Sum.DOLLARS

ibiNameField=CATEGORY

ibiGroupBy=CATEGORY

ibiParent=SUB01

ibiUseFiltered=true. The nested filters will also be applied to the pie chart.

showDataTips=true. This is a Flex Builder property that displays the data tips on
mouse-over, showing the values for the pie slices and their percentage of the total.
Like many other Flex Builder properties, this one is optional.

ibiShowLegend=true. This property displays the legend.
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6. Run the application.

How to Add a Column ChartProcedure:

1. Copy the panel containing the pie chart.

2. Delete the pie chart named SubPie1.

3. Insert an ibiColumnChart into the new panel and adjust its size to fit the panel.

4. Set the following properties.

id=SUBCOL01

ibiGroupBy=ST

ibiUseFiltered=true
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ibiXField=ST

ibiYField=Sum.DOLLARS

5. To create a legend for the chart, select the first tab.

Tip: Since the ibiLegend is a separate component, you must use a panel or canvas to
host it within the dimension of the chart. Otherwise, it will be positioned at the side,
bottom, or top of the chart. In general, to overlay components, you need a canvas.

6. Drag and drop the ibiLegend component onto the panel containing the state sales chart
(id=SUBCOL01).

7. Align the chart with the top right corner, using the guidelines.

8. Set ibiParent to SUBCOL01.

9. Run the application.
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Adding a Tree Control, Combo Box, and Slider

How to:

Add a Tree Control

Add a Combo Box

Add a Slider

Add a Grid to Test the Filters

In this topic you will add three Information Builders custom components to the application.

A tree control is a window that shows the data in the application as a hierarchy of items.
The user can click an item to expand or collapse the associated sub-items.

A combo box is a combination of a drop-down list and text box. It allows the user to
choose a value from the list or enter a value in the box.

A slider allows a user to select a value along a continuum.

How to Add a Tree ControlProcedure:

1. Select the Tree Control, Drop Down Boxes tab.

2. Drag and drop the ibiTree component onto the tab canvas and position it in the top left
corner.

3. Set the following properties.

id=subtree

Width=260

Height=180

Tip: You can set the width and height by dragging the sides of the component.

ibiParent=MAIN01

ibiUseColumns=REGION,ST

ibiTreeLabelField=REGION,ST. This property sets the labels for each node of the tree.
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ibiFilterAble=true

4. Run the application.
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How to Add a Combo BoxProcedure:

1. Drag and drop the ibiComboBox component onto the canvas and position it to the right
of the ibiTree component.

2. Set the following properties.

id=combo1

ibiColumn=REGION

ibiParent=MAIN01

ibiFilterAble=true

ibiFilterCond=EQ
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How to Add a SliderProcedure:

1. Drag and drop the ibiHSlider component onto the canvas and position it to the right of
the combo box.

2. Set the following properties.

id=slider1

ibiAutoLimits=true. The numeric field in the data has a minimum value and a maximum
value. This property sets the end points of the slider to the minimum and maximum
value. You can set custom limits using Flex Builder properties.

ibiColumn=COGS

ibiFilterAble=true

ibiFilterCond=LT (Less Than)

ibiParent=MAIN01
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How to Add a Grid to Test the FiltersProcedure:

1. From the Aggregated Grid tab, copy the panel containing the SUB03 grid. The panel title
is Regional Category Sales.

2. Paste the panel and the grid at the bottom of the tab, as shown in the following image.

3. Select the grid and set the following properties.

id=SUB04

ibiGroupBy=REGION,ST,CATEGORY

ibiUseColumns=REGION,ST,CATEGORY,Sum.DOLLARS

ibiUseFiltered=true
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4. Run the application and use the components to filter the grid.
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WebFOCUS

Creating Other Charts5
Topics:

This topic describes how to add four
other types of charts to the sample
application you created in Developing a
FLEX Enable Application on page 41. For
that application, you added a pie chart
and a column chart so far.

Preparing the Layout and Adding the
Charts

In this topic you will add a bar chart, line
chart, plot chart, and bubble chart.
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Preparing the Layout and Adding the Charts

How to:

Prepare the Layout

Create a Bar Chart

Create a Line Chart

Create a Plot Chart

Create a Bubble Chart

First you will prepare the layout for the four additional charts using Flex layout components.
Then you will add a bar chart, line chart, plot chart, and bubble chart to the sample application
using Information Builders components.

How to Prepare the LayoutProcedure:

1. Create another tab named Other Charts using the instructions in Logically Organizing
Content With the TabNavigator on page 57.

2. To position the new tab (Other Charts) immediately after the first tab (Grids, Filters,
Charts), select the first tab and then click the plus sign (+) on the TabNavigator control.
A new tab is positioned immediately after a selected tab.

3. Set the width of the tab canvas to 900px.

By default, the width of the tab canvas is set to match the width of the window, which
causes a chart to stretch in order to fill the entire window width. Setting a fixed width
for our four charts ensures the best display.

4. To divide the tab canvas horizontally into two sections, insert an HDividerBox. Drag the
component and align it with the top left section of the canvas. When you release the
mouse button (that is, when you drop the component), a pop-up dialog box appears,
prompting you for the size of the HDividerBox relative to the tab canvas.

5. Set Width to 900px, and Height to 48% (or 240px). Later you will position two other
charts below.

How to Create a Bar ChartProcedure:

1. Insert an ibiBarChart onto the canvas.

2. Set the following properties.

id=subbar01
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ibiGroupBy=CATEGORY

ibiParent=MAIN01

ibiXField=Sum.DOLLARS,Sum.UNITS. This property displays two measures.

ibiYField=CATEGORY

ibiUseFiltered=true

Width=330px

Height=228px

You can adjust the width and height of the chart by dragging its sides.

How to Create a Line ChartProcedure:

1. Insert an ibiLineChart onto the canvas to the right of the bar chart.

2. Set the following properties.

id=subline01

ibiGroupBy=PRODUCT

ibiParent=MAIN01

ibiXField=PRODUCT

ibiYField=Sum.DOLLARS,Sum.UNITS

ibiUseFiltered=true

Width=330px

Height=228px

3. Run the application.
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Notice that the hDividerBox has a slider between the two charts. You can click on it and
drag it right or left. The width of the chart is automatically adjusted to fill the space.

How to Create a Plot ChartProcedure:

1. Insert a second hDividerBox and drag it so that it is aligned left and below the first
hDividerBox. Guidelines appear when it is aligned. When you release the mouse button,
the box will snap to the guidelines.

2. The pop-up dialog box that appears contains the dimensions of the first (upper)
hDividerBox, so just click OK to accept them.

If you manually set the properties, make them the same as those for the first hDividerBox.

3. Insert an ibiPlotChart onto the canvas and adjust its size to fit in the hDividerBox.

4. Set the following properties.

id=subplot01

ibiGroupBy=PRODUCT

ibiDisplayName=PRODUCT

ibiParent=MAIN01

ibiXField=PRODUCT

ibiYField=Sum.DOLLARS,Sum.UNITS

ibiUseFiltered=true

Width=330px
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Height=228px

How to Create a Bubble ChartProcedure:

The bubble chart requires three numeric fields. The first two control the position of the
bubble; the third controls its size. The COMPUTE command in the WebFOCUS procedure
(xmltest) that you created earlier in Creating an Input File in WebFOCUS Developer Studio on
page 49 computes the cost of goods sold (COGS).

1. Insert an ibiBubbleChart onto the canvas, to the right of the plot chart, and size it
accordingly.

2. Set the following properties.

id=subbubble01

ibiDisplayName=Product

ibiGroupBy=PRODUCT

ibiParent=MAIN01

ibiRadiusField=Sum.UNITS

ibiXField=Sum.DOLLARS

ibiYField=Sum.COGS

ibiUseFiltered=true

Width=330px

Height=228px

Tip: You can nest the two horizontal dividers in a vertical divider component, allowing
you to adjust the height of the top and bottom charts. For more information, see the
Flex Builder documentation.
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3. Run the application.
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WebFOCUS

Using Parameters to Dynamically Load Data6
To be supplied.
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WebFOCUS

Creating a Drill Down to a WebFOCUS Report7
To be supplied.
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WebFOCUS

Debugging an Application8
This topic describes how to use the ibiMsgWindow to receive error messages during
development of a FLEX Enable application.

To be supplied.
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WebFOCUS

Deploying an Application9
Topics:

This topic describes how to deploy a
FLEX Enable application in Information
Builders Managed Reporting Business
Intelligence Dashboard.

Deploying an Application in Managed
Reporting Business Intelligence
DashboardManaged Reporting provides a

streamlined, secure environment from
which to deploy your FLEX Enable
applications. For details on the features
of Managed Reporting, see the chapter
Introducing WebFOCUS Managed
Reporting in the WebFOCUS Managed
Reporting Administrator's Manual.
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Deploying an Application in Managed Reporting Business Intelligence
Dashboard

How to:

Deploy an Application in Managed Reporting Business Intelligence Dashboard

For the purpose of illustration, you will deploy the sample application created earlier,
My_First_Project.mxml.

How to Deploy an Application in Managed Reporting Business Intelligence
Dashboard

Procedure:

1. In Developer Studio, create a new domain in Managed Reporting and name it FLEX_Apps.

2. Select Standard Reports and create a new group named flex.

3. Right-click the flex new group and select URL from the menu.

4. Enter the name FlexDashboard.

5. Set the URL as follows.

http://localhost:8080/approot/baseapp/My_First_Project_09.swf

6. Copy the compiled My_First_Project_09.swf file from the directory in which you developed
it, and paste it into the ibi\approot\baseapp directory or any other directory you are
using.
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7. Copy the IBILogo.swf file into the same directory. Any image that is not embedded must
be copied into the directory.

8. Double-click the file name FlexDashboard in Developer Studio to ensure that it is running
correctly.

9. Go to Managed Reporting Administration and log on as an administrator.

10. Select the public group and add the new FlexDashboard domain to the group domains.

11. Save the changes and log off.

12. Go to View Builder in Business Intelligence Dashboard.

13. Add a public view named FLEX Dashboards.

14. Select Edit Content and add a page description named FLEX.

15. Add a block.

16. Change the domain name from the default to the new one.

The following image shows how to add a content block to display the FLEX Enable
application in Managed Reporting. The content block is added in View Builder.

17. Save the changes, return to public views, and click Done.
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18. From the WebFOCUS window, select Business Intelligence Dashboard public views.

19. Select the FLEX Dashboards public view.
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The FLEX Enable dashboard is displayed in Business Intelligence Dashboard, as shown
in the following image.

20. Go back to View Builder and remove the banner since you already have one in the FLEX
Enable dashboard. Select Edit Look and uncheck the banner checkbox.

21. Save the changes and return to Business Intelligence Dashboard public views.
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22. Select the FLEX Dashboards public view.
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WebFOCUS

Developing a Custom Logon Page and
Managed Reporting View

10

Topics:
FLEX Enable has several custom
components that allow you to log on to
Managed Reporting and display the
domain tree, Standard Reports, My
Reports, and reporting objects. You can
use these components to display and
run WebFOCUS reports directly from a
FLEX Enable application.

Building a Logon Page and Displaying
the Domain Tree and Reports

Developing a Custom Logon Page
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Building a Logon Page and Displaying the Domain Tree and Reports

How to:

Build a Logon Page and Display the Domain Tree and Reports

This topic describes how to build a Managed Reporting logon page and display the Managed
Reporting domain tree and reports in a Flex application.

How to Build a Logon Page and Display the Domain Tree and ReportsProcedure:

1. In Flex Builder, create a new project and name it My_Second_Project.

2. Drag the ibiCanvas component onto the design pane.

3. Set the layout constraints for the ibiCanvas component so that it matches the application
size, as shown in the following image.

4. Drag the ibiMREsignon component onto the ibiCanvas.

5. Set the id property of the ibiMREsignon component to mre.

6. Set the ibiMreHost property to the URL for your Managed Reporting host, for example:

http://localhost:8080
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7. Set the ibiOnSignonPass property to onPass. This property refreshes the Managed
Reporting domains if logon is successful.

8. To create the onPass function, enter the following ActionScript within the <mx:Application>
start and end tags, and within <mx:Script> start and end tags. The code CDATA is
required at the beginning of the ActionScript section.

<mx:Script>
     <![CDATA[
          public function onPass():void
          {
               domains.refreshDomains();
          }
     ]]>
</mx:Script>

9. Select and drag the ibiMREdomains component onto the canvas. This is a composite
component that contains the domain tree and the different report folders for Managed
Reporting.

You can use a separate component to design a custom view. For example, the component
ibiMREmyReport displays only My Reports.

10. Set the ibiMREdomains id property to domains.

11. Set the ibiMreParent property to MRE.

The ibiMREdomains component is a child of the ibiMREsignon component.

12. Run the application. When logon is successful, the domains are displayed in the
component.

13. Click a domain in which you have Standard Reports. The reports are displayed in the
corresponding report tab.
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The right-click menu has the familiar options for running reports from Managed Reporting.

14. You may optionally add a button to refresh the contents of the ibiMREdomains
component. From the Controls component folder, select the Button control and drag it
onto the canvas.

15. Set the button id to Button2.

16. Set the button label to Refresh.

17. In the MXML code in Source view, enter a click event within the button tags.

click="domains.refreshDomains()"

Developing a Custom Logon Page

How to:

Develop a Custom Logon Page

Create a Signoff Button

Typically a logon page appears in a separate window. After successful logon, a user is
redirected to a new window that displays the content the user is authorized to view.

There are several ways to achieve this logon sequence. In this topic you will use application
states.
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How to Develop a Custom Logon PageProcedure:

1. In the States pane on the right, select Base state.

2. Click New State.

3. In the pop-up dialog box, set the following values and click OK.

Name=Signon

Based on=Base state. This value means that all the components from the Base
state will be copied to the new state.

Select the check box labeled Set as start state. When the application is run, this
state will be displayed as the first window.

4. With the Signon state selected, delete the button and the ibiMREdomain component
from it.
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5. Move the ibiMREsignon component to the middle of the page, and set the middle layout
constraints so that the logon prompt is always positioned in the middle of the page.
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6. From the Controls component folder, select SWFLoader and drag it to the upper left
corner. Constrain it to the upper left corner, using the layout constraints shown in the
following image.

7. Point to the IBILogo file as described in Adding Custom Animation on page 55.
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8. Run the application. The logon prompt is in the middle of the window. Even if you resize
the browser window, the logon prompt will always appear in the middle.

9. Create a new state, name it Domains, and base it on the Base state.

10. Select the Domains state and delete the ibiMREsignon component.

11. Move the ibiMREdomains component to the top, and align the Refresh button underneath
it.

12. To change the application from the Signon state to the Domains state upon successful
logon, add the following code to the onPass function, in which the value of currentState
is set to 'Domains'.

<mx:Script>
     <![CDATA[
          public function onPass():void
          {
               domains.refreshDomains();
               currentState='Domains'
          }
     ]]>
</mx:Script>

13. Run the application and log on. After you log on, you are redirected to the Managed
Reporting domains.
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How to Create a Signoff ButtonProcedure:

A signoff button enables you to log off Managed Reporting.

1. Select the Base state.

2. In Source view, enter the following code immediately after the OnPass function, which
refreshes the domains.

public function signoff():void
     {
          mre.mreSession.getMREsignoff();
          currentState='Signon';
     }

The code mre.mreSession.getMREsignoff() executes the log off.

The code currentState='Signon' redirects you to the Signon state of the application.

3. In Design view, insert a button in the Base state.

4. Set the Label property of the button to Signoff.

5. Assign the signoff function to the button as follows. You can do this in either the MXML
code in Source view, or in the properties pane in the On click property field, as shown
in the image.

<mx:Button x="426" y="94" label="Sign Off" width="108"
click="{signoff()}" id="button3"/>
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6. Run the application, and click the newly created button.

You are redirected to the logon window.
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WebFOCUS

Using the FLEX Enable API11
Topics:

This topic describes how to use the FLEX
Enable API to initialize a FLEX Enable
application, create an aggregated
DataGrid, filter details of the DataGrid,
filter an aggregated DataGrid, and create
a pie chart. It includes the API functions
that accomplish each task.

Initializing an Application

Creating an Aggregated DataGrid

Filtering Details of the DataGrid From
the List Box

Filtering an Aggregated DataGrid From
the List Box

Creating a Pie Chart
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Initializing an Application

How to:

Initialize an Application

Reference:

Functions for Initializing, Running a Procedure, and Getting Data

This topic describes the steps for initializing a FLEX Enable application and provides sample
initialization code. It also describes the functions for performing initialization, running a
WebFOCUS procedure, and getting data into the application.

How to Initialize an ApplicationProcedure:

1. Include the code creationComplete="initApp()" in the <mx:Application> tag.
This code tells the application that the initApp() function will run first.

2. Declare basedataarray as an ibiObject; this is in ibiFLEXEnable.

3. Define FEX as an ad hoc fex call via HTTP.

a. The methods in ibiFLEXEnable require that you send it an HTTP call.

b. You also need to decide what to do with the results. For example, create a function
called dataReady().

c. The function dataReady() calls a component to load data according to the function
call to the ibiObject.

Sample Code for Initializing an Application, Running a Procedure, and Getting DataExample:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<mx:Application xmlns:mx="http://www.adobe.com/2006/mxml" 
layout="absolute" creationComplete="initApp()" width="862">

<mx:Script>
<![CDATA[
        //Instantiate an ibiObject
public var basedataarray:ibiObject = new ibiObject();
// assigning URL 
public var fex:String = "http://localhost:8080/ibi_apps/
WFServlet?IBIF_ex=xmltest";
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public function initApp():void
{ 
  basedataarray.init(fex,dataReady);
}
  public function dataReady(grid:ibiObject):void
{  
//populateGrid will put the data into ArrayCollection prGridfiltered
basedataarray.populateGrid(false); //fill out the base array collection
load_main1(); //load the named grid with the data from the basearray
               }
  public function load_main1():void
             {
 //Assign the populated Data to the dataGrid as a dataProvider
main1.dataProvider = basedataarray.prGridfiltered;
}
]]>
</mx:Script>

//Declare the grid in the MXML                
 <mx:DataGrid x="10" y="22" width="268" height="156" id="main1">
  <mx:columns>
  <mx:DataGridColumn headerText="COUNTRY" dataField="COUNTRY"/>
  <mx:DataGridColumn headerText="CAR" dataField="CAR"/>
  <mx:DataGridColumn headerText="MODEL" dataField="MODEL"/>
  <mx:DataGridColumn headerText="SALES" dataField="SALES"/>
  </mx:columns>
  </mx:DataGrid>

</mx:Application>

The following screen shows the run-time results for the application.

To be supplied.

Functions for Initializing, Running a Procedure, and Getting DataReference:

public function init(url:String,callback:Function):void

Description:
Creates an HttpService object and executes the send method.

Parameters:
url of type String: Takes a URL to the procedure (FEX) in c://localhost:8080/ibi_apps.

callback of type Function: Points to the function you are passing in the init method.

public function populateGrid(setGrid:Boolean):void

Description:
Builds an ArrayCollection from the .XML file that is generated by WebFOCUS. It returns
nothing; it is void.
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Parameters:
setGrid of type Boolean: Takes false if you want to create an ArrayCollection; otherwise,
takes true.

public function setData():void

Description:
Sets all the data returned from an .XML file to the GridValues, GridLabels, GridType,
GridTitle, GridAlias, GridFormat, GridDesc (Array type).

public function aggregate(groupLabel:Array,byLabel:Array, 

calculateOption:Array,useFilter:Boolean,createGrid:Boolean):ArrayCollection

Description:
Groups the rows of a DataGrid according to specified criteria. The function returns an
ArrayCollection that contains the grouped rows. When the items are displayed in groups,
a new column is added. This new column shows how many items of each kind were
found (how many items in each group). The new column can also show the maximum,
distinct, count, minimum, sum, or average value of the items of each kind instead. This
option is specified in the calculateOption parameter.

Remarks:
Must populate the grid first. Example: Grid.populateGrid(true)

Parameters:
groupLabel of type Array: Specifies which column is used as the criteria for calculating
the sum, maximum, minimum, count, distinct, or average value of the grouped items in
the grid.

byLabel of type Array: Specifies which column is used as the criteria for grouping the
rows of a DataGrid. The rows of the grid are grouped according to the byLabel value.

calculateOption of type Array: After grouping the rows, the aggregate function creates
a new column that will display the sum, maximum, minimum, or average value of each
group of items. It can also show the total number of items in each group (count). The
calculateOption specifies which of these options is used in the newly created column.

useFilter of type Boolean: Specifies whether or not to use the prGridfiltered as the grid
to group. If useFilter is false, the main grid (prGrid) is used as the grid to group.

createGrid of type Boolean: Specifies whether or not to create a DataGrid of columns.
Default is false.

Types of Aggregation: Sum, Average, Max, Min, Count, Distinct

public function getMaxValue(columnName:String):int 

Description:
Gets a Max value from the numeric field of the column.

Parameters:
columnName of type String: Takes a column name of string type.
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public function getMinValue(columnName:String):int

Description:
Gets a Min value from the numeric field of the column.

Parameters:
columnName of type String: Takes a column name of string type.

public function getRowValues(columnName:String,useFilter:Boolean):Array

Description:
Gets all the values in a selected column, even with repetitions. It returns an array of row
values.

Parameters:
columnName of type String: Takes a column name of string type.

useFilter of type Boolean: Takes true to create a row of values in a selected column
from the filtered grid.

public function getUniqueValues(columnName:String,useFilter:Boolean):Array

Description:
Gets all the unique values in a selected column. It returns an array type.

Parameters:
columnName of type String: Takes a column name of string type.

useFilter of type Boolean: Takes true to create a row of unique values in a selected
column from the filtered grid.

public function resetFilter():void

Description:
Sets the original data to any DataGrid.

Creating an Aggregated DataGrid

Reference:

Filter Function

This topic provides sample code for creating an aggregated DataGrid. It also describes the
API filter function.
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Sample Code for Creating an Aggregated DataGridExample:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<mx:Application xmlns:mx="http://www.adobe.com/2006/mxml" 
layout="absolute" creationComplete="initApp()">
<mx:Script>
<![CDATA[
import mx.charts.HitData;
import mx.controls.Alert;
import mx.collections.ArrayCollection;
public var grid1:ibiObject = new ibiObject();
public var fex:String = "http://sholeman:8080/ibi_apps/
WFServlet?IBIF_ex=xmltest";
public function initApp():void
{ 
  grid1.init(fex,dataReady);
}
public function dataReady(grid:ibiObject):void
{  
  grid1.populateGrid(false);
  load_main1agg();
 }

public function load_main1agg():void
{
  var aggField:Array = new Array();
  var byField:Array = new Array();
  var calOpts:Array = new Array();
  aggField.push("SALES");
  byField.push("COUNTRY");
  calOpts.push("Sum","Average");

  grid1.aggregate(aggField, byField,calOpts, true, false);

  main1agg.dataProvider = grid1.prGridagg;
}
]]>
</mx:Script>
  <mx:DataGrid x="10" y="38" width="274" id="main1agg" height="153">
   <mx:columns>
   <mx:DataGridColumn id="col1" headerText="COUNTRY" 
dataField="COUNTRY"/>
  <mx:DataGridColumn id="col2" headerText="CAR" dataField="CAR"/> 
  <mx:DataGridColumn id="col4" headerText="Sum(Sales)" dataField="Sum 
SALES"/>
  <mx:DataGridColumn id="col5" headerText="Avg(Sales)" 
dataField="Average SALES"/>
</mx:columns>
</mx:DataGrid>
</mx:Application>
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Filter FunctionReference:

public function filter(filterColumnName:Array,filterOption:Array, 

filterString:Array,condition:Array,caseSen:Boolean):ArrayCollection

Description:
Generates an ArrayCollection containing the grid rows that meet a certain condition or
conditions. The condition is specified in the filterOption parameter. The filterColumnName
parameter specifies which column of the grid is used to search for values meeting the
specified condition. The filterString parameter specifies which value is used as the
condition for the filter. This function stores all rows that meet the filter criteria in an
ArrayCollection named prGridfiltered, which is returned as the resulting value of the
function. The prGridfiltered can be used as a dataProvider for a DataGrid, which will show
the results of the call to the filter function. Arrays are filterColumnName, filterOption,
and filterString. This allows the user to run multiple filters at the same time. The first
item in each array corresponds to one filter. Each filter is combined using the condition
parameter, which is also an array. The condition parameter could be "and" or "or." Two
filters are combined using the Boolean "and" or "or" provided in the condition parameter.
The parameter caseSen specifies whether the filter is case-sensitive or not.

Parameters:
filterColumnName of type Array: Specifies which grid column is used to search for
values that meet the filter criteria.

filterOption of type Array: Specifies the filter condition used to search for values.
Possible values of filterOption are EQ, NE, GT, GE, LT, LE, BT, and CT.

filterString of type Array: Specifies the value that the filter function uses to filter the
grid rows.

condition of type Array: Specifies how multiple filters are combined. The possible values
for condition are "and" and "or."

caseSen of type Boolean: Specifies whether the filter is case-sensitive or not.

Filtering Details of the DataGrid From the List Box
This topic provides sample code for filtering details of the DataGrid.

Sample Code for Filtering Details of the DataGridExample:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<mx:Application xmlns:mx="http://www.adobe.com/2006/mxml" 
layout="absolute" creationComplete="initApp()">
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<mx:Script>
<![CDATA[
import mx.charts.HitData;
import mx.controls.Alert;
import mx.collections.ArrayCollection;
public var grid1:ibiObject = new ibiObject();
public var fex:String = "http://sholeman:8080/ibi_apps/
WFServlet?IBIF_ex=xmltest";
public function initApp():void
{ 
  grid1.init(fex,dataReady);
}

public function dataReady(grid:ibiObject):void
{  
  grid1.populateGrid(false);
  countryList.dataProvider = grid1.getUniqueValues("COUNTRY",true);
  carList.dataProvider = grid1.getUniqueValues("CAR",true);
  load_main1();
}

public function load_main1():void
{
  main1.dataProvider = grid1.prGridfiltered;
}

public function updateCountryGrid():void
{
  var selectedCountry:Array = new Array();
  var columnArray:Array = new Array();
  var filterOption:Array = new Array();
  columnArray.push("COUNTRY");
  filterOption.push("Equals");
  selectedCountry.push([countryList.selectedItem.toString()]);
  grid1.filter(columnArray, filterOption, selectedCountry , null, false);
  load_main1();
  carList.dataProvider = grid1.getUniqueValues("CAR",true);
}
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public function updateCarGrid():void
{ var selectedCountry:Array = new Array();
  var columnArray:Array = new Array();
  var filterOption:Array = new Array();
  columnArray.push("CAR");
  filterOption.push("Equals");
  selectedCountry.push([carList.selectedItem.toString()]);
  grid1.filter(columnArray, filterOption, selectedCountry, null , false);
  load_main1();

}
]]>

</mx:Script>
<mx:DataGrid x="10" y="22" width="281" height="156" id="main1">
    <mx:columns>
      <mx:DataGridColumn headerText="COUNTRY" dataField="COUNTRY"/>
      <mx:DataGridColumn headerText="CAR" dataField="CAR"/>
      <mx:DataGridColumn headerText="MODEL" dataField="MODEL"/>
      <mx:DataGridColumn headerText="SALES" dataField="SALES"/>
    </mx:columns>
  </mx:DataGrid>
  <mx:List x="10" y="199" id="countryList" change="updateCountryGrid()" 
height="101" width="129"></mx:List>
  <mx:List x="156" y="199" id="carList" change="updateCarGrid()" 
height="101" width="135"></mx:List>

</mx:Application>

Filtering an Aggregated DataGrid From the List Box

Reference:

Functions for Filtering an Aggregated DataGrid

This topic provides sample code for filtering an aggregated DataGrid. It also describes the
functions that accomplish this task.

Sample Code for Filtering an Aggregated DataGridExample:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<mx:Application xmlns:mx="http://www.adobe.com/2006/mxml" 
layout="absolute" creationComplete="initApp()">
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<mx:Script>
<![CDATA[
import mx.charts.HitData;
import mx.controls.Alert;
import mx.collections.ArrayCollection;

public var grid1:ibiObject = new ibiObject();
public var fex:String = "http://sholeman:8080/ibi_apps/
WFServlet?IBIF_ex=xmltest";

public function initApp():void
{ 
  grid1.init(fex,dataReady);
}

public function dataReady(grid:ibiObject):void
{  
  grid1.populateGrid(false);
  countryList.dataProvider = grid1.getUniqueValues("COUNTRY",true);
  carList.dataProvider = grid1.getUniqueValues("CAR",true);
  load_main1agg();
}

public function load_main1agg():void
{
  var aggField:Array = new Array();
  var byField:Array = new Array();
  var calOpts:Array = new Array();
  aggField.push("SALES");
  byField.push("COUNTRY","CAR");
  calOpts.push("Sum","Average");
  grid1.aggregate(aggField, byField,calOpts, true, false);
  main1agg.dataProvider = grid1.prGridagg;
}

public function updateCountryGrid():void
{
  var selectedCountry:Array = new Array();
  var columnArray:Array = new Array();
  var filterOption:Array = new Array();
  columnArray.push("COUNTRY");
  filterOption.push("Equals");
  selectedCountry.push([countryList.selectedItem.toString()]);
  grid1.filter(columnArray, filterOption, selectedCountry,null, false);
  load_main1agg();
  carList.dataProvider = grid1.getUniqueValues("CAR",true);
}
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public function updateCarGrid():void
{
  var selectedCountry:Array = new Array();
  var columnArray:Array = new Array();
  var filterOption:Array = new Array();
  columnArray.push("CAR");
  filterOption.push("Equals");
  selectedCountry.push([carList.selectedItem.toString()]);
  grid1.filter(columnArray, filterOption, selectedCountry,null, false);
  load_main1agg();
}
]]>

</mx:Script>
    <mx:List x="10" y="199" id="countryList" change="updateCountryGrid()"
height="101" width="129"></mx:List>
  <mx:List x="156" y="199" id="carList" change="updateCarGrid()" 
height="101" width="135"></mx:List>

  <mx:DataGrid x="10" y="38" width="274" id="main1agg" height="153">
    <mx:columns>
      <mx:DataGridColumn id="col1" headerText="COUNTRY" 
dataField="COUNTRY"/>
      <mx:DataGridColumn id="col2" headerText="CAR" dataField="CAR"/> 
      <mx:DataGridColumn id="col4" headerText="Sum(Sales)" dataField="Sum
 SALES"/>
      <mx:DataGridColumn id="col5" headerText="Avg(Sales)" 
dataField="Average SALES"/>

    </mx:columns>
  </mx:DataGrid>

</mx:Application>

Functions for Filtering an Aggregated DataGridReference:

public function addSelectedColumn(addLabel:String):void

Description:
Adds a column from the existing DataGrid. If a column name is present in the DataGrid,
it does not add any column in the DataGrid.

Parameters:
addLabel of type String: Takes a column name of string type.
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public function 

calculate(calculateColumnName:String,calculateOption:String):void

Description:
Calculates the sum, minimum, maximum, and average values of a column. This function
does not return a value. It just adds an extra row to the DataGrid showing the result of
the specified operation. The calculateColumnName parameter specifies which column
is used for the specified operation. The calculateOption parameter specifies which
operation is performed: min, max, sum, average, count, distinct.

Parameters:
calculateColumnName of type String: Specifies which column is used to do the
calculation.

calculateOption of type String: Specifies which operation to perform on the column
specified by calculateColumnName.

public function 

copyCollection(copyCollection:ArrayCollection):ArrayCollection

Description:
Copies a collection to another collection. Returns a collection.

Parameters:
copyCollection of type ArrayCollection: Takes a collection name.

public function getCalculateRowVisible():Boolean

Description:
Checks to see if a row has been added to the grid to show the result of a calculate()
call. If it has been added, then a new call to calculate() does not add an extra row.

public function getColumnIndex(columnName:String):int

Description:
Gets the index number of the column specified in columnName. If not found, this function
returns -1.

Parameters:
columnName of type String: Takes a column name of string type.

public function GroupBy(byLabel:Array):ArrayCollection

Description:
Returns an ArrayCollection of by fields.

Parameters:
byLabel of type Array: Takes an array of items.
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public function loadWorkingRows():void

Description:
Loads all the indexes of all the rows of the grid into the array WorkRows to be used by
the filter function.

public function removeSelectedColumn(removeLabel:String):void

Description:
Removes a column from the existing DataGrid. If a column name is present in the
DataGrid, it will remove it from there.

Parameters:
removeLabel of type String: Takes a column name of string type.

public function uniqueValuesFunction(rowItems:Array):Array

Description:
Gets a unique value from the rowItems of the DataGrid.

Parameters:
rowItems of type Array: Passes all rowItems from each field of the DataGrid.

Creating a Pie Chart
This topic provides sample code that illustrates how to create a pie chart for SALES BY
COUNTRY.

Important: When you pass a field name to pieseries, you must use a verb as the prefix,
followed by a dot operator (period), and then a numeric field as the suffix. For example:

Sum.SALES

Sample Code for Creating a Pie ChartExample:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<mx:Application xmlns:mx="http://www.adobe.com/2006/mxml" layout="absolute"
 creationComplete="initApp()">

<mx:Script>
<![CDATA[

import mx.charts.Legend;
import mx.charts.HitData;
import mx.controls.Alert;

public var grid1:ibiObject = new ibiObject();
public var fex:String = 
"http://sholeman:8080/ibi_apps/WFServlet?IBIF_ex=xmltest";
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public function initApp():void
{ 
  grid1.init(fex,dataReady);
}
public function dataReady(grid:ibiObject):void
{  
  grid1.populateGrid(false);

  pieSet(); 

}
//=== pie Chart ===================  
public function pieSet():void
{
       var aggField:Array = new Array();
       var byField:Array = new Array();
       var calOpts:Array = new Array();

 aggField.push("SALES");
    byField.push("COUNTRY");
    calOpts.push("Sum");
    grid1.aggregate(aggField, byField,calOpts,true,false);
    piechart.dataProvider = grid1.prGridagg;
      //Define series for the pieChart
      var mySeries:Array = new Array();
      var series:PieSeries=new PieSeries();
        //aggregated fields = field
        series.field = pieseries.field.valueOf();
        //byFields = nameField
        series.nameField = pieseries.nameField.valueOf();
        series.labelFunction=lblFunc;

        mySeries.push(series);
        piechart.series = mySeries;
        piechart.dataTipFunction = dtFunc;
        piechart.showDataTips = true; 
 }
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 // data tool tips function for a piechart
 public function dtFunc(h:HitData):String
   {

      var dtText:String;
      dtText = h.item[pieseries.nameField.valueOf()]  + "\n<B>" + 
cf.format(h.item[pieseries.field.valueOf()]) + "</B>";  
     return dtText;
     }

  //Label function for pie chart
public function lblFunc(data:Object, field:String, index:Number,  
percentValue:Number ):String 
     {
       var temp:String= (" " + percentValue).substr(0,6);
       var temp1:String;
       temp1 = data[pieseries.nameField.valueOf()] + "\n" + temp + "%";

      return temp1;
    } 

 ]]>
</mx:Script>

<mx:Style>
 PieSeries {
    labelPosition: callout;  
   }    
</mx:Style>
<mx:CurrencyFormatter id="cf" currencySymbol="$" />
<!--//piechart -->
<mx:PieChart x="10" y="19" id="piechart" height="286" width="301">
    <mx:series>
      <mx:PieSeries id="pieseries" field="Sum.SALES" nameField="COUNTRY"/>
    </mx:series>
  </mx:PieChart>
  <mx:Legend dataProvider="{piechart}" x="319" y="19"/>

</mx:Application>
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